
Math 273

Review/Outline for Exam #1

The first exam is Wednesday, October 10. For the exam, you are allowed a single 81
2
”×11”

sheet with handwritten notes on BOTH sides, as well as a calculator.

Section 15.1 Double integrals: You should know the definition of a double integral

in terms of limits of Riemann sums. In addition, you should be able to determine the

sign of a given double integral and/or give a region to make a double integral positive

or negative (or explain why that is impossible).

Section 15.2 Double Integrals over more General Regions: You should be able

to set up and evaluate double integrals over various regions in the plane. In addition,

given a double integral, you should be able to reverse the order of integration. Don’t

forget: draw a sketch of the region, and be sure to label the axes! You should also

know two useful geometric interpretations of double integrals in terms of volume and

area.

Section 15.3 Triple Integrals: We defined triple integrals and how to calculate

them. Given a three dimensional region, you should be able to set and evaluate a

triple integral over that region. Notice: you will need to draw appropriately labelled

shadow regions to earn full credit on the exam!

Section 15.4 Double Integrals in Polar Form: You should be able to set up and

evaluate a double integral using polar coordinates. Don’t forget what dA is in terms

of dr and dθ. In addition, you should be able to change integrals between rectangular

and polar coordinates. (If you’ve forgotten the relation between polar and rectangular

coordinates, see Section 11.3 in your book.)

Section 15.4 Cylindrical Coordinates We introduced cylindrical coordinates. You

should know the relation between (x, y, z) and (r, θ, z), as well as what dV is in cylin-

drical coordinates. Given a region, you should be able to set up and evaluate an

integral over that region using cylindrical coordinates. In addition, you should be able

to convert between a triple integral in rectangular coordinates and a triple integral in

cylindrical coordinates.



Problems Any of the homework or quiz problems are good reviews. In addition, the

answers to the odd problems are in the book, and so they are good places to start.

The book also has some nice examples, so you may want to look at them.

Homework You have been assigned homework from Sections 15.3 and 15.4 that isn’t

due until Friday, October 12. However, you should be able to do those problems before

the test.

Some Practice Problems

1. Calculate

∫∫
R

x2 − y2 dA if R is the region in the first quadrant bounded by x = 0

and the curves y = x2 and y = 2− x2.

2. Calculate the area of the region between the curves x = y2 and x+ y = 2.

3. Calculate

∫∫
R

y dA if R is the region between y = x2 + x− 1 and y = x.

4. Calculate

∫∫
R

y − x
x2 + y2

dA, if R is the region bounded by the coordinate axes and the

line y = x+ 1.

5. Switch to polar coordinates and evaluate:

∫ y=1

y=0

∫ x=
√

1−y2

x=−
√

1−y2
ex

2+y2 dA.

6. Calculate the volume of the region in the first octant bounded below by the xy-plane

and above by the plane x+ 2y + 3z = 6.

7. Set up three different iterated integrals to calculate

∫∫∫
R

x+ y + z dV if R is the

region in the first octant bounded by the coordinate planes and the plane x+y+z = 1.

8. Set up an iterated integral to determine the volume of the region above the plane z = y,

below the surface z = 2− x2 and on the side by y = 0.

9. Using cylindrical coordinates, calculate the volume of the region under the surface

z = 3− (x2 + y2) and above the surface z = x2 + y2.

10. Using cylindrical coordinates, calculate the volume of the region between the cones

z = 2
√
x2 + y2 and z =

√
x2 + y2 and below the plane z = 4.


